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I

t’s only through our partners and friends that
we are able to fulfill God’s call to Cover the
Earth with His Word. Would you consider
becoming a partner today?
We believe that by becoming a partner with
Marilyn Hickey Ministries, you will share and
benefit with us in three significant ways: by
bringing God’s miracles and healing to the sick,
by experiencing a deep love for the Bible, and by
finding a passion to be a bridge builder and take
the Gospel to the nations.
As a ministry partner, you join with us,
committing to a monthly gift of support for the
mission God has given us. We pray for our partners
every day, and our ministry staff joins us weekly
to pray for your needs. We also ask our partners
to stand with us in prayer on a regular basis and
when urgent needs arise.
As a thank you for your support, we have a
special introductory gift for you when you become
a partner, and you will also receive very special
partner gifts from Marilyn and Sarah throughout
the year to encourage you.
Together we are impacting thousands of lives
with the reality, compassion and power of God’s
Word, but there is still much more to be done.
If you have a desire to see people live the Bible
and experience God’s miracles, join with us by
becoming a partner today!
If you are interested in partnering with us today,
please visit our website at marilynandsarah.org/
donate/partnership/.
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Pakistan Encounters Jesus
Mid-Week Service
with Pakistani Christians!

G

od has blessed Marilyn with extreme favor
in the country of Pakistan, and as a result
she developed a close friendship with Grand
Imam Syed Muhammad Abdul Khabir Azad. He is
the top religious figure in Pakistan; he’s over all the
Imams and Muslims within the country. The Grand
Imam heavily influences Pakistan, visits outside
of Pakistan and entertains religious and national
leaders from all over the world.

LAHORE, PAKISTAN

M

arilyn was given an amazing opportunity
to teach in the largest Christian church in
Pakistan. This congregation is too large
for any of the current facilities available in Lahore,
so they meet outdoors. There were over 20,000
Christians in attendance that night!

And these people
know how to praise
the Lord!
Marilyn was honored at a special Interfaith
Dinner and received the PEACE award. She spoke
here with people of different faiths (Christian,
Muslim, Hindu, Catholic and Jewish). It was very
exciting that the Grand Imam of Pakistan brought
over 300 of the most influential Imams from
throughout the country.
This shawl given to Marilyn is a symbol of
welcome to an honored guest when they visit the
Sindh Province (where Karachi is located). Each
Province has its own distinct shawl.

The Spirit was present
during this service as
Marilyn spoke on Healing
and Miracles. Specifically
she taught on the Canaanite
woman from Matthew 15.
Marilyn prayed for tumors,
backs, pregnancies and
healing from cancer. Many
received a miracle that night and stood up to proclaim
all that God was doing!
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Pakistan Prayer Festival
—Healing Meeting
KARACHI, PAKISTAN
By Juana Vigil, Executive Assistant to Dr. Marilyn Hickey

A

fter years of planning, the time had finally
come. The core team was to meet in the hotel
lobby for the 5:40 p.m. scheduled departure,
but, of course, nothing ever starts on time in Pakistan.
It would seem watches there are worn as decorative
bangles rather than time pieces. After waiting in
the lobby for some time, we were told to quickly
make our way back to our rooms and wait for a call.
CROWDS ARRIVING ON FOOT
AFTER ROADS WERE BLOCKED BECAUSE OF THE BOMB

already become familiar. Move as a pack toward
the waiting caravan of SUVs, find an available seat
and proceed in single file behind the police escort
to the tune of blaring sirens and flashing lights.
Maneuvering the streets of Karachi is an art form.
There are no designated lanes and no traffic lights.
Cars, buses, motorbikes, horses and oxen all share
the same road and go one speed—fast. Two policemen
hang out the open back of the police truck in front
of us. With one hand they hold on to the crossbar
with their rifles slung over their shoulders and
with the other hand wave off traffic. Our driver
is obviously skilled and prepared for the task as
he maneuvers like a soldier through a field of land
mines, but holding your breath and prayer are your
only defenses to keep fear at bay.
Approaching the compound, the first thing you
see are the lights circling the grounds like a halo.
The glow calls you and says, “come.” Thousands
line the streets as we make our way to Jinnah Park
next to Mazar-e-Quaid, also known as the Jinnah
Mausoleum, the national mausoleum and the final
resting place of Quaid-e-Azam (Great Leader)
Muhammad Ali Jinnah, the founder of Pakistan. No
Christian organization has ever received permission

TRAVELING WITH SECURITY

Nothing further needed to be said, and no one asked
for additional details. We knew something was
wrong. (A religious zealot, turned suicide bomber,
detonated a bomb at Shah Noorani, a Sufi shrine in
Hub, Balochistan, located 30 miles from Karachi.
A suicide bomber from the Islamic State, ISIL,
claimed responsibility for the attack which killed
52 worshipers and injured over 200 people). The
team gathered in Marilyn’s suite and began to pray
in the Spirit. There was no fear, only an urgency to
pray. While praying, Pastor John Bates received a
text from his church’s prayer team in Waxahachie,
Texas, that we were in imminent danger but that
we would be alright.
We received an all clear an hour later, and the
delegation departed the hotel. The routine had
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OVER 700,000 RECEIVED JESUS AS SAVIOR

to utilize these grounds before. This was the evening’s
first miracle!
Driving onto the grounds, the security team is
linked hand to hand, forming a human chain to keep
the people back, but as Marilyn descends from the
vehicle, the unrestrained workers, who have been
there over 24 hours to prepare the grounds, rush
to her, desperate for a touch, a personal prayer, a
photograph.
The platform is made from rows of train cargo
containers stacked 40 feet high. As Marilyn ascends
the stage, dignitaries are already seated in rows of
white leather couches. Politicians, police chiefs and
religious leaders of various faiths are present and
announced, but the most
prominent guest is not
sitting on the platform
in a comfortable seat.
No one even mentions
his name. The guest
of honor is the sinner
sitting cross-legged upon
a dusty carpet, invited
personally by the Holy Spirit. There was, however,
not just one honored guest but over a million. (Due
to the earlier bomb detonation, police blocked the
roads out of concern for the monument and crowd,
so it was highly likely the numbers would have been
much larger.)
They sat and listened to Marilyn tell of the miracles
of Jesus and how the biggest miracle is inviting
Him into their hearts. After all, she said that same
prayer at age 16 and at 85 Jesus is still there. They
stood; they wept; they prayed; they became family.
Signs and wonders followed the message as Marilyn
prayed for those with growths, tumors, problems

with their feet and
backs and, in the
HEALINGS WERE TOO MANY
end, total healing.
TO COUNT BUT INCLUDED
BLIND EYES OPENED, DEAF
Testimonies were
EARS RESTORED, TUMORS
AND GROWTHS FALLING OFF!
numerous and
remarkable, but
due to security concerns, only a limited few were
allowed on the platform. A little boy was healed from
an ocular issue. A brother and sister were delivered
from demons.
In the end, it proved to be a truly miraculous
time. Her seventh outreach here will not be her last.
Only God knows the depth of love and respect she
has for this country and its people. Where many
men could not go before, this woman of God leaves
with their highest honor, love and thanks.

2-Day
Leaders
Training
School
KARACHI, PAKISTAN

M

arilyn hosted over 5,000 Pakistani Christian
leaders for two days of intense training
and spiritual refreshing! On the first day,
she taught on the topic of Joshua and prayed over
their hands to impart the gift of healing and then
prayed for their personal healing. Marilyn built up
the faith of hundreds of couples who were believing
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for children as she shared the miracle God gave her
in Sarah. She also prayed for backs to be healed and
healing from growths, tumors and warts.
On the second day, Marilyn taught “Seeing Jesus
in the four Gospels.” Each Gospel uniquely reveals
Jesus. In Matthew He is represented as the authority
figure of the lion; Mark has Jesus as the servant ox;
John reveals Jesus spiritually like an Eagle; while the
book of Luke represents Christ intimately as a man.

MARILYN USES VOLUNTEERS TO REPRESENT
THE 4 FACES OF JESUS REVEALED IN THE GOSPELS.

Marilyn shared how she received the Baptism
of the Holy Spirit. When she asked how many have
never spoken in tongues, over half the crowd raised
their hands. Marilyn prayed with them, and as they
opened their mouths, the room resonated in one
accord as thousands spoke in tongues.
Three books were translated into the Urdu
language and distributed freely: Breaking Generational
Curses, The Names of God and Devils, Demons and
Deliverance. As friends of this ministry, YOU made
this possible when you so generously gave in October
to print the books!
Marilyn first went to Pakistan in 1995; prior to
that visit, women were not accepted in ministry. Her
visit broke that
in the church.
As you can see,
there are now
strong, faithfilled women
in leadership.
Praise God!
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